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Overall strategy
Guide students through a journey as they 
progress through their studies – beginning 
by raising awareness of Citi as the preferred 
employer of choice.



And we do that by
• Producing an integrated creative strategy 

that engages with first- and second- year 
students in the UK 

• Demystifying Citi and its business areas  

• Tailoring our message for our chosen universities  
and the students we want to connect with  

• Attracting a bigger pool of female applicants



Naturally Inquisitive 
Hungry for more 
Explorers 
Innovators 
Don’t rest on their laurels 
Look forward, not back 
Challenge the norm 
A sponge for knowledge 
Looking at ways to better themselves 
Learning everyday 
In pursuit of the new 
Constantly evolving 
Go getters 
Curious 
Ambitious 
Globally aware

Our audience is



So, we need to

• Empower our audience 
• Create a simple, honest and direct message 
• Bring Citi to life 
• And tell the students what’s in it for them



Quality 
over 

quantity



But, why Citi?

• Offer of rotations 
• No dog-eat-dog attitude 
• Training and development 
• Ability to progress



How we engage 
with our audience





We need to explore

• A simple, honest approach 
• The roles in more detail 
• Celebrate females working at Citi



Early Talent attraction 
Our creative expression will resonate with and 

bring to life the over arching sentiment

What progress will you make?



What progress will you make? 
How it sounds



Taking all of that 
into consideration…

…we’ve created 
three campaigns

Our first one 
is called…



What’s next



What’s next
A call to arms to explore your own future alongside the 
future Citi is building as a business and for its colleagues.  

A personal way of connecting with students that not only 
talks about career aspirations, but what’s next in their 
lives, in and outside of uni. 

And finally, this is all about demonstrating the power of 
looking ahead. People change constantly, trends move 
quickly, so what’s next? This is not only a question or 
statement, this is a challenge – a motivation to push the 
boundaries of what you know.



This is all about attitude



How do we bring it to life
• Putting students at the heart of it  
• Allowing for a personal connection to be built 
• Delving deeper into the details of what graduates and 
    interns at Citi really get to experience  
• Asking ‘what’s next for you’, making it about more than Citi



What’s next 
The creative expression



What’s next photography style







What’s next 
Social































What’s next 
Tailored event promotion







HOW TO PLAY
ONE

Spin the wheel to land on your skill

TWO
Press the skill to see how it’s used at Citi

THREE
Enter your email for more information

FOUR
Spin to play again

WHEEL OF FORTUNE



What’s next 
Recruiters guide





What’s next 
PathMotion



Dressing PathMotion

Here, we add imagery that relates 
to the ‘What’s next’ style.

With senior blog posts, graduate stories and tailored 
information, we can bring this part of the site to life.



What’s good about What’s next?

It’s bold and personal 
It’s relatable for the student journey 

It’s snappy and simple



How it resonates with 
What progress will you make?

We have shown that progress doesn’t exit 
on its own – people bring it to life. 

What’s next looks at the future, as does the need 
for progression. 

We’re asking students to take control of their careers, 
to own their progress.



Our second 
campaign



Stand up



Stand up
It brings home the idea that progress is personal, 
enabling students to think about what they would 
stand up for, what are their beliefs and how do they 
resonate with Citi? 

A unique way of calling on students to stand up and be 
who they are, get noticed and feel confident in the skills 
they have and want to develop.  

It expresses progression in a way that’s versatile, 
empowering, unifying and social. It can be dialled up and 
down and can be literal and metaphorical. It’s powerful 
in its direct nature and calls on people to own their 
achievements. 



How do we bring it to life
• With bold and thought-provoking statements 
• By enabling students to pursue the new in their own way 
• Through social, campus, video, word of mouth and ambient campaigns 
• By giving recruiters the chance to stand up and represent Citi with confidence



Stand up 
The creative expression







Stand up 
Social































Stand up 
Tailored event promotion





Stand up 
Recruiters guide





Stand up 
PathMotion



Dressing PathMotion

Our Stand up branding brings the top of the 
page to life, with statements that question what 

they stand up for.

Blogs with senior leaders and graduates allow 
students to see how they can stand up at Citi.



What’s good about Stand up?

It’s direct and empowering 
It talks in a down to Earth way for students and women 

It acts as a fit finder by nature



How it resonates with 
What progress will you make?

The message is direct and shows that with the 
right skills, you can do well. 

We have shown that progress is different for everyone through 
the personalisation and social aspects of this concept. 

We have shown that progress comes in all shapes and forms 
with the flexibility and versatility of this concept.



And our third 
campaign



 Be an Evolver



Be an Evolver
A way of staying close to the message of progress, 
yet placing the emphasis on the student and their 
achievements. 

After researching into what students want from a career, 
change came up quite high. And so Be an Evolver, is all 
about welcoming this evolution and driving the new. 

All about being active, not passive. About choosing a path 
and adapting it to your situation. It’s about being flexible, 
confident and the chameleon of the banking world. That’s 
how we get quality over quantity. 



How do we bring it to life
• Through a social-first approach that focuses on the student 
• Exploring how students can evolve to become their future selves 
• Talking to students in their own spaces in a down to Earth way



Be an Evolver 
The creative expression







Be an Evolver 
Social



























Social content films reference
Evolution of a Citi Graduate











Be an Evolver 
Tailored event promotion





Be an Evolver 
Recruiters guide





Be an Evolver 
PathMotion



Dressing PathMotion

Our Stand up branding brings the top of the 
page to life, with statements that question what 

they stand up for.

Blogs with senior leaders and graduates allow 
students to see how they can stand up at Citi.



What’s good about Be an Evolver?

The empowering and unifying message 
Its personal journey on social 

It’s a way of calling out that people at Citi are their own 
breed of bankers, analysts, technologists and more.



How it resonates with 
What progress will you make?

Progress comes in all sizes, from the micro to 
the macro, like an evolution. 

We have placed the emphasis on the students and 
the impact they can have. 

We have put testimonials front and centre to showcase 
achievements and progress of Citi colleagues.



Early talent attraction concepts

What progress will you make?



THANK YOU


